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You know the ending before the story begins. The trajectory is certain. 
The conclusion: The same for us all over time. It’s unchangeable. It must 
be as it is; it’s an elemental truth. Eventually, you’re luck runs out. 

What, then, can you hope for in the meantime? 

There will be highs. Moments of unrestrained joy. You’ll celebrate suc-
cesses, often with a wide smile. 

And there is hope. Especially early on. The sense that anything is pos-
sible, because it is.

Disappointments burden your spirit. The truth chips away at opti-
mism, sometimes slowly when it’s merciful, like a river carving a canyon; 
other times, your destiny reveals itself in jarring, sharp relief.

Just as you enjoy good stretches – spans of time during which your 
results seem nothing-but-awesome – the dark periods come, too. As the 
end nears, the latter arrive more frequently, and their deleterious effects 
are harder to shake.  

You find yourself praying more with time, your pleas for divine inter-
cession increasing in inverse proportion to the decline of your sustaining 
stock. Then, there is a moment when dread surrenders to acceptance, 
and, without significant emotion, you simply play out the string. 

Finally, it’s quiet, and completely over for you. But the noises that 
accompany a world that remains in frenetic motion blare all around you, 
inconsiderate of your fate.  

My mom calls them “the penny machines,” and she doesn’t like the 
ones “with all the pictures,” though they all seem loaded with eye candy 
to me. Granted, the posted denomination is $.01; but, when you bet 300 
units per spin, that’s three bucks a pop by my math. 

“You play the expensive ones,” she says to me, in a vaguely accusatory 
motherly tone. 

True enough, a quarter is more than a penny, and a dollar is the gate-
way to paper currency and its associated risks. But a max bet of 3X on the 
25-cent machines gets me four bites at the apple to one of my mother’s 
penny-denominated plays.

“You know you’re going to lose, right?!” I’ve heard it countless times 

from my fancy, over-educated friends. It’s more an insult than a question. 
“They wouldn’t build huge buildings with indoor canals if it weren’t so.” 

I’m not interested in long-term averages. I’m paying for the idea of 
a miracle…the chance for an everyday man to be extraordinary, for a 
fleeting moment, just once. 

Where does a 55-year-old man take his mother and two 20-something 
daughters for Martin Luther King Day? Vegas, of course. 

I have “a system.” I’m highly confident that it works. And I’m disci-
plined: $300 a day, not a nickel more. When it doubles, I cash out. Alter-
natively, and less pleasant, when it’s gone, it’s gone. No digging into the 
wallet until the following night. I only play the “progressive” machines. 
The word usage here isn’t linked to Medicare-for-all, rather it refers to a 
potential two-comma jackpot, complete with on-site federal withholding 
protocol and a photo session with a ceremonially enormous check. So, 
in classic finance theory, I have “optionality” on my side. Anyway, if my 
system is flawed – and it’s not – I still accrue lots of player points.

My mom and my kids – they haven’t thought things through like I 
have. They make the classic mistake. Drop a 20, burn through it in no 
time, and move on before the machine’s predisposition to pay periodi-
cally kicks in.

It’s weird, then, the way life isn’t fair. 

At one seating – on the penny’s, of course – my mom hit for $697.25 
in the blink of an eye. I didn’t have time to locate my (scientifically-select-
ed) station (no, I’m not telling…some things are too nuanced to share), 
and she was already done. She pressed “collect” and printed a voucher for 
the above-stated sum. Her expression of unfettered delight in the photo 
of her in that moment is worth something closer to a million bucks.

Sofia, true to her innate fiscal prudence, accumulated $250 in win-
nings, in small bites, banking each of her micro-wins as they came. Gab-
by, with almost zero effort and total indifference, turned a 20 into a 50 
by the time we checked out. 

My system yielded unexpected results. I lost roughly $500, but saved a 
little more than that at a big post-Christmas sale at my favorite store. So, 
technically, I finished ahead, right?  
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